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Rumanian Reminiscences
RUMANIA! The very name, at o n c e e u p h o n i o u s and romantic, still stirs up
nostalgic though vivid memories of an unusual fortnight's holiday spent there—
albeit a disjointed series of kaleidoscopic images to which I have endeavoured
to bring s o m e semblance of order in the following lines:
I had been invited as India's sole representative to the Georges Enescu Music Festival held in
commemoration of that versatile giant amongst contemporary musicians. At the outset, I was
impressed with the well-nigh perfect arrangements made by the Festival Committee for my
outward journey and the end of August saw me en route to Bucharest by air.
Flight to Bucharest
I arrived in Athens via Beirut on a hot, sultry day with the mercury in the 80's—and still rising.
From there, 1 travelled to Bucharest by Rumanian Air Lines in a small Dakota-type plane. The
flight is worth recording in detail, it was my first contact with Rumania, so to speak, and a
memorable one at that. The air hostess and crew were the most informal 1 have ever encountered.
There was a constant coming and going, fore and aft. The passengers were pampered with too
much food and too much beer. The cabin was not pressurized and the inside temperature dropped
rapidly as the tiny plane strained to gain altitude. Within half an hour of leaving the heat of
Athens, the ebullient hostess apologized for the 'nip' in the air and forthwith doled out huge,
thick, coarse blankets to combat the unexpected deep freeze. Before coming down at Belgrade,
none of the routine exhortations was made over the intercom to fasten our seat belts and indeed
this was a physical impossibility, encased as we were in our cocoon-like blankets. The landing
itself was not unlike one executed by a helicopter: we plummeted out of the sky immediately
over the air-field and touched down within a few yards—a terrifying, ear-popping experience!
The next scheduled halt was to be the Rumanian Capital and T was therefore dismayed when
someone innocently remarked we were making for Sofia instead. I somehow survived the repeat
descent to Mother Earth despite my overladen state and quickly recovered when I found out
that we had been diverted to pick up David Oistrakh, the world-renowned Russian violinist,
also bound for the festival. For the remainder of the flight there were only six of us and by the
time Bucharest loomed out of the darkness below several hours late, we had all become fairly
well acquainted.
Eva -the Inevitable Interpreter
At the airport, we were met by a galaxy of blinding flash-lights but, of course, with Oistrakh
aboard, there was no doubt as for whom the VI.R treatment had been specially laid on. However,
my turn did come eventually: in the few gruelling minutes that ensued, I was helped out by Eva
who suddenly appeared frown nowhere and introduced herself as my personal interpreter.
Throughout my stay, she was destined to be my more-or-less constant companion — efficient
but unobtrusive. My luggage passed through unchecked in a matter of minutes ana very soon

we were motoring into town. It was only 8 p.m. but there was no traffic at all on the streets. We
pulled up in front of the imposing facade of the Hotel Ambassador and Eva got me checked into
a room
with private bath
on the 12th floor.
The Hotel
The accommodation was comfortable but, in keeping with elsewhere in Eastern Europe, hotel
maintenance left room for improvement. Item: The vagaries of the lift sendee—shades of my
company back home, Birds! —was a constant headache to guests like myself residing 'in the
Gods'! Ilem: I was not the only one to experience the embarrassment of being thoroughly
soaped in the bath without a drop of water in the tap. Incidentally, the laundry service was
excellent but, at a price: my weekly wash averaged an unbelievable £1-10-0!
RumanianFood
Special arrangements were made for me to feed at the University Club which gave me the
opportunity of savouring the local delicacies instead of the international fare at the hotel. Many
of the national dishes would be familiar to Indian visitors since the Rumanian palate has a
distinct Turkish bias. Ciorba (spiced broth), cifta (kofta), rice and paprika all appear on the
menu. Popular beverages are lacking — no tea, no coffee. When available, and then only in
Bucharest, a thimbleful cup of black Turkish coffee costs from Ss. upwards depending on the
opulence of the cafe. Due to this expense, the usual Continental breakfasts are served up with
cocoa or warm syrup. Local beers and wines are good and comparatively cheap, which is fortunate
as none is imported. Cafes and restaurants — open air and otherwise — are plentiful and the
service is reasonable.
Life in the Capital
Bucharest can best be described as a mofussil metropolis for, in spite of its numerous architectural
monuments and prominent public buildings, the disturbing hubbub and hustle associated with
most modern capitals are conspicuously absent. Traffic consists almost entirely of trams, buses
and taxis. Private cars are rare and this fact probably accounts for the paucity of vehicles on the
road. On the other hand the visitor has the pick of really first-rate concerts, plays and operas
which are always very heavily booked.
Ritual Promenade
A unique sight in Bucharest is the ritual promenade up and down the main boulevards by the
masses after working hours. This nocturnal exodus must be seen to be believed: crowds of
people, good-naturedly jostling each other, meander hither and thither right in the middle of the
principal shopping avenues. The average Bucharestian is possessed of an innate curiosity of all
things *Western' and this was never more apparent than when joining the peripatetic city dwellers
of an evening. I remember escorting a young lady to the nearby Athenaeum, the premier concert
hall in the country. She was attired in a shimmering white sack-dress—the very latest in 'sacks'—
and myself in black tuxedo. Without exaggeration, the passersby came to a standstill, fell into
line on either side of us and stared at us unashamedly! On another occasion, a 'Western' Consul's
car happened to be parked near the hotel. It was a sleek black limousine, one of the few 'Western'
cars plying in the city and the admirers round it were four rows deep. When a 'Western' airline

office (Sabena actually) opened up in early September, the first of its kind to be given such
facilities, there were regular queues to get a glimpse of the interior.
Composers' Union
Within a few days of my arrival, I was urged to attend a 'session ' at the beautiful palatial
building on Victoria Street which houses the Composers' Union. Accordingly, at the appointed
hour, I was deposited in front of the exquisite portico where I was duly received and thence
escorted up the noble staircase into the main hall. Once inside I was overcome by a weird
sensation of being transplanted into the midst of a bygone era. Scintillating chandeliers hung
from the high ceiling which itself was covered with delicately painted murals depicting scores
of plump, pink cherubs waiting on equally plump, pink Venuses, Aphrodites, or what you will.
It was not until the small hours of the morning, by which time I had been obliged to consume a
surfeit of food and wine, that I finally left the glittering throng behind me and carefully threaded
my way back to the hotel.
Outdoor Village Museum
The city is endowed with several well-laid-out gardens and parks but without doubt the unique
outdoor Village Museum set amid a truly inspiring sylvan landscape is by far the best. Here are
to be seen representative peasant homes from villages all over Rumania — in the original! Yes,
they have been transported lock, stock and barrel from the four corners of the land to their new
location in the heart of the capital. This park of culture and rest is Regent's Park and Hyde Park
rolled into one. A broad expanse of water, the lovely Lake Herastrau, used for boating arid
swimming, helps to enhance the beauty of an already poetic setting. In the distance, across the
lake, may be seen the enormous Scintea or Press Building, which in style resembles the Empire
State Building or Moscow University.
Rural Rumania
Rumania is predominantly an agricultural country, its extensive plains a r e studded with
rich corn and maize fields stretching to as far as the e y e can s e e . Notwithstanding, oil
is an important product of the State and a valuable national a s s e t .
The Carpathians
One week-end, I toured the area north of Bucharest right up to the Carpathians — an unforgettable
experience of rhapsodic hills and dales blending in perfect harmony. The culminating point of
the entire trip was Sinaia, situated at 2,600 feet above sea level, where I stayed at the Composers'
Union Lodge with a magnificent view of the nearby Peles Castle in all its romantic splendour.
Formerly the summer palace of ex-King Carol, it now serves as a museum with a comprehensive
art collection. The overall impression of the castle—rising, as it does, out of the lower slopes of
the Bucegi Mountains which attain a height of more than 8,000 feet—is one of a highly
imaginative picture in a fairy-tale book.The Lodge was luxuriously appointed and centrallyheated, and was the venue of week-end seminar arranged by the Union. The conductor, Constantin
Silvestri, who is also a composer in his own right, chaired the sessions, and an interesting
feature was the free and frank discussions on contemporary Rumanian music, as exemplified
by the scores and recordings maintained by the Union of such notable composers as Paul

Constantinescu, whose concerto for piano and orchestra won the State Prize for the year 1953;
Hilda Jeres, whose Suite for piano written in 1949 and based on folk-songs, is justifiably popular;
and Mi'nail Andricus, best-known for his Third Symphoniette. I learnt that in addition to the
three symphony orchestras in Bucharest, nine major town had a symphony orchestra each,
numbering between 50 to 80 instrumentalists each. Besides, there existed a whole string of
amateur orchestras in the big industrial centres that have attained a high interpretative skill.
The Bucharest State Symphony Orchestra, formed in 1920, was one of the oldest musical
institutions in Rumania, and in its many years of activity had acquainted the Bucharest public
with the classical masterpieces of the world and first performances of works by Rumanian
composers. In between workshop sessions, a 'telly' kept me in touch with the goings-on at the
festival and what with the well-stocked library and cellar, I was loath to return to Bucharest.
Unfortunately, my programme for the following week had already been drawn up. Thus, after
an invigorating two days, 1 motored back into town via Cimpina and Ploesti, the two most
important oil towns of the country with their numerous refineries, shunting stations amid
surrounding oil derricks. Indeed a veritable bathos after the exhilarating picturesqueness of the
hills!To my mind, what 1 hadjustseen epitomized Rumania today.
Cult of Culture
Nearly every town and village has its own Palace of Culture, invariably an immense edifice of
recent construction. Its auditorium is multi-purpose and may serve as a theatre' concert-hall
and opera house during the course of a single week. The remainder of the building, dependent
on local variations, houses the Public Library, Folk Art Museum, and the like.On the other
hand, Bucharest is specially well equipped to disseminate culture in its broadest sense. The
citizens are justly proud of the circular Athenaeum and the brand-new Opera House, but for
which the festival would not have been such a resounding success. Rumanians are, without
reservation, extremely fond of music and have a natural predilection for the violin which is
probably why this soulful instrument figures so largely in the traditional folk idiom. The
Government has energetically fostered the growth of a number of string ensembles in the major
cities and one can now listen regularly to first-rateperformancesof authentic Rumanian 'musica
populara'—that wildly exciting music of the Gypsies, full of verve and vigour.
Religious Fervour
Religion looms large in the daily life of the Rumanian. The Metropolitan Cathedral, situated on
a slight promontory near Parliament House, is outwardly unassuming but richly decorated inside.
It is the holiest spot in the land—as here lies the embalmed body of a Bulgarian saint who
ended his life in Rumania—and is symbolic of the age-old sway which the Orthodox Church
continues to hold over the minds of men and women.
Gala Night
The two weeks' festival gradually drew to a close and I spent the last few days in a hectic rash
to fit in all the things that had been left undone as a result of the strenuous Conservatoire-toConcert Hall daily routine I had maintained throughout.The climax was yet to come. The
Committee invited all the top members of the party, leading citizens and visiting artistes, including
Yehudi Menuhin and David Oistrakh (who had, earlier in the week, regaled the Festival audience

with Bach's Double Violin Concerto), Claudio Arrau and Sir John Barbirolli, to a lavish farewell
banquet and ball at the Scintea. The preamble lasted for half-an-hour during which time an
astonishing number of toasts were drunk in C tuica\ the popular fiery concoction made from
plums. Followed a long string of courses — interspersed with the red or white wine of one's
choice — terminating with a prodigious quantity of excellent champagne. The atmosphere was
made more heady by the laudable efforts of the accompanying Gypsy orchestra which kept us
entertained with the haunting sentimental melodies of Transylvania. Punctually at midnight the
ball commenced with a change of orchestras. As the minutes rolled by, the dancing became
more animated and the orchestra, catching the mood of the guests, quickened its tempo
imperceptibly. By 2 a.m., ballroom dancing as such died prematurely and the latest innovations
in syncopated rhythms took over, which only goes to prove the essential universality of music!
Departure
The very next day, after a moving valedictory speech at the airport, i boarded what appeared to
be the identical plane which had brought me from Athens. Anyhow, this time I was Brusselsbound and thus compelled to turn a deaf ear to Eva's entreaties to 'come back soon' .On arrival
in Brussels a few hours later, I was dumbfounded by the ceaseless noise and activity of this
remarkable city of the Belgians after the all-pervading quietude of Bucharest. I behaved like a
country-bumpkin on the road. I gawked at the shops. I limped round the fair from morn to
night.
Brussels, en fete, was out-of-this-world . . . but that is another story.
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